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Y

ou manage to decode the lock and make your way in, cramming the bike
into your backpack as you step inside. Mezza follows you happily, shaking
the rain off its feathers as you explore the interior.

In the centre is a flight of stairs leading down into a long and dark tunnel, but a quick
check of the tunnel convinces you that this doesn’t lead to where you want to go.
There’s a poor one-legged owl down here, but otherwise there’s no other signs of life.
You head back up in the hope that the rain has subsided, and to your delight the rain
has let up as quickly as it had come down. You unpack the bike back out of your
backpack as Mezza returns to its former position on your head, and the two of you set
off once more.
On the way you pass by the closest town, where there is a gate. You head indoors,
only to be hindered at the doorway by a guard who yabbers on about how thirsty he
is. He presents you with a list which he says is “sure to flummox you”, but maybe you
can pass if you manage to impress the guard...
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a calendar containing gifts, only used around
Yuletide
a person selling sunflowers, daisies, tulips...
an ancient Greek hero - Iliad’s initial line
mentions this demigod
a number system that uses zeroes/ones
a country now partly forming Scandinavia,
situated west
champagne (informally), or fairly perky/spirited
a boat stereotypically for luxury or pleasure
sailing
a dropped heavy object ensuring ships stay still
carons - the Czech diacritical marks resembling
wedges when written
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